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 Art 1
Lesson: May 20, 2020

Objective/Learning Target:  We will be learning more about Roy 
Lichtenstein.



Roy 
lichtenstein



Biography
• Roy Fox Lichtenstein was born in New York City

• As a child, Lichtenstein spent time listening to science fiction

radio programs, visiting the American Museum of Natural History, building 

model airplanes, and drawing

• As a teenager he nurtured his artistic interests by taking watercolor classes 

at Parsons School of Design, and in high school he started a jazz band

• He graduated from ohio state university with a fine arts degree and then 

taught fine arts there
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Pop art
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• Roy first began his pop art 

painting

using cartoons images

• This image was created from a 

challenge. His son pointed to

a cartoon and said “I bet you 

can’t

paint as good as this, dad”
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• Roy really liked how 

commercial art looked. He 

liked the simple colors and 

how everything was outlined in 

black. 

• Soon he realized how much he 

appreciated the artwork in 

comic books and wanted to 

recreate the illustrations. 
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• Roy used thick black lines to outline and for details.

• He also used ben-day dots. Ben-day was named after a printer 

named benjamin Henry Day Jr. He created it to save money on ink 

when he was printing illustrations. He often enlarged the dots 

for a more dramatic effect.
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● Roy loved using 

onomatopoeia 

words Such as 

“pop” and “pow”
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In the early 1960s, Lichtenstein fame 
increased as a leading Pop artist for 
paintings sourced from comic books, 
specifically DC Comics. Lichtenstein did 
not simply copy comic pages directly, he 
employed a complex technique that 
involved cropping images to create 
entirely new, dramatic compositions, as 
in Drowning Girl, whose source image 
included the woman's boyfriend on a 
boat behind her. 
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Roy also created sculptures.



Watch this video to learn more about Roy 
Lichtenstein
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jowA-pH-Y8


This week will take a look at different pop 
artists!

Please email me if you have any questions.

shannon_bown@isdschools.org
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